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Introduction. Let F denote the field of real numbers (i.e.i?), or the
field of complex numbers (i.e.C) and FPn the real projective n-space RP71 or
the complex projective τz-space CPn, according as F=R or C. Now we
consider stunted projective spaces FPn/FPm, FPk/FPm (0 < m < n < k\ and
the natural inclusion map i: FPn/FPm-^FPk/FPm. In this note, we give
necessary and sufficient conditions for m, n and k under which FP^jFP™ is a
retract of FPk/FPm, i.e. i has a left inverse, or equivalently / has a left
homotopy inverse r:FP!c/FPm-^FPn/FPn.

In 2, we treat the real case. For this case, the result of J.F. Adams [1] is
fundamental, moreover, the problem is almost proved in [1], for the case
where m = n—1.

Next, in 3, we treat the complex case. For this case, the result of M.F.
Atiyah [5] is known. We show that the problem is completely reduced to
the known results in [2] and [3].

1. Preliminaries. All spaces considered in this paper are connected finite
CW-complexes with base points*-, and all maps are base-point-preserving.

Moreover, [X, Y] denotes the set of base-point-pressrving homotopy classes
of maps from X to Y.

And Xn denotes the n-skeleton of X.
Following proposition follows from the 'Suspension Theorem' of [9].

PROPOSITION 1.1. Let X be an n-dimensional CW-complex and Y be an
m-connected CW -complex {m ^ 1).

If 2m Ξg n, then the suspension map

S:[X,Y] >[SX,SY]

is bijective.

Now we give two results on the reducibility and co-reducibility. For the
proof of main objects in 2 and 3, we need not Proposition 1.3.
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let X be an n-dimensional and simply connected CW-
complex with one n-cell (n>2). Consider the maps

xn~ι -> x > x/xn-\ = sn,

where i is the natural inclusion, and 7t is the natural projectio?ι. Then i
has a left homotopy inverse r if and only if X is reducible, that is, n has
a right homotopy inverse

s: :S
n >X

PROOF. Suppose that π has a right homotopy inverse s. Then, since
Xn~x is connected, we can assume that

We define a map

i V s : Xn~ι V Sn > X

as follows:

(i V s)(x, *) = i(x) for x € Xn~\

(i V 5)(* y) = s(y) for y

Now, we consider the following commutative diagram

H^X"-1 VSn)

where « is the canonical isomorphism.
As π s is homotopic to the identity on Sn, we have

H*(X) = Ker π% + Im 5*,

and 7t% is onto, and s% is one-to-one. Furthermore, from the exactness of
the sequence
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Hr+1(X)

we can see that K.enπy. = lmίχ, and that i# is one-to-one. Thus z#+s#: H#(Xn *)

-hίί^S7*) *H*(X) is an isomorphism.

Hence, (iVs)*: H^X^yS") ^H*(X) is an isomorphism, from the
above diagram.

As these two spaces are simply connected, it follows that Xn~1ySn and

X have the same homotopy type. Therefore i has a left homotopy inverse.

Conversely, assume that i has a left homotopy inverse. By the homotopy

extension property, it follows that Xn~ι is a retract of X. By primary obstr-

uction theory we can see that the attaching map of the n-dimensional cell

of X is null homotopic. Hence n has a right homotopy inverse.

PROPOSITION 1.3. Let dim. X be less than 2n (1 < n) and Xn = Sn.

Consider the maps,

χn=S

n — >X n—

where i is the natural inclusion and n is the natural projection.

Then X is co-reducible, that is, i has a left homotopy inverse if and

only if -it has a right homotopy inverse.

PROOF. Suppose that i has a left homotopy inverse r. Then, /vz'# is the

identity on H*(Sn\ and, by use of exactness of the homology sequence of the

pair (X, Xn), it follows, r*: Hk{Xn)^Ήk{Sn) is an isomorphism for k^n, and

π¥.:Hk(X)-^Hίc(X/Xn) is an isomorphism for k > n.

Next, let p,: Sn x (X/Xn) -+ Sn, ρ2:S
n x (X/Xn) -> X/Xn, be the natural

projections, then p^ : Hk(Sn x (X/Xn))-+Hk(Sn) is an isomorphism for k fg n

and pw : Hk(Snx(X/Xn))->Hk(X/Xn) is an isomorphism for n < k < 2n .

Now consider the maps

d rxπ
X >XxX >Snx(X/Xn),

where d is the diagonal map, then r=pι *(rX7t)'d, τt = p2 (rX7tyd.

Thus (7tXr)* d*:Hk(X)^Hk(Snx(X/Xn)) is an isomorphism for k < 2n.

On the other hand, since dim X is less than 2n, (Sn x (X/Xn))2n

=SnV(X/Xn).

Hence there exists a cellular map h: X->Sn\J(X/Xn) such that i' h~(rX

π)-d, where, ϊ :Sn\J(X/Xn) -+Snx(X/Xn) is the natural inclusion, which
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induces the isomorphism of the homology groups in dimensions less than 2n.
Thus hχ:H*(X)->H*(Sn\/(X/Xn)) is an isomorphism, so it follows that

Sn\J(X/Xn) and X have the same homotopy type. Therefore, it has a right
homotopy inverse.

Conversely, assume that ΊΓ has a right homotopy inverse. Then it follows
that Sn\/(X/Xn) and X have the same homotopy type, from the analogous
arguments to the proof of Proposition 1.2. Hence, i has a left homotopy
inverse.

2. The real case. From the cohomology structure of the real projective
spaces (see[10]), and the cohomology exact sequence for the pair (RPn,RPm\
we have

P R O P O S I T I O N 2.1

H\RPn/RPm : Z2)=:Z2, for m<s^n,

= 0, otherwise.

For the generator ws z Hs(RPn/RPm : Z2), we have

Sqιws = yyjws+i for s + i^n,

= 0 for s + z > n .

PROPOSITION 2.2. If the map

i : RPn/RPm > RPk/RPm

has a left homotopy inverse

r: RPk/RPm — > RPn/RPn\

then n is even and, m — n—1 or k = n + l.

PROOF. If i has a left homotopy inverse r, then i* r* must be the
identity on H*(RPn/RPm : Z2). By Proposition 2.1 and the fact that each SQ

l

commutes with ~̂ r*, it follows that n is even and

n = 0 (4), if k > n + 1,

n ΞΞΞ 2 (4), if m < n - 1.

Therefore, the proposition follows immediately.
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By this proposition, we have only to consider the cases where m — n—1
and k =

(A) The case m = n-l. In this case, RPn/RPm = Sn, and we have

T H E O R E M 2.3. The map

i : Sn > RPk/RPn~ι

has a left homotopy inverse, if and only if k < n+p(n), where ρ{n) is an
integer defined in [1].

PROOF. The "only i f part is shown by J.F. Adams [1].
Suppose that k <n + p(n). From [6], Sn~ι admits a tangent (k — ?z)-frame.

Then, for any positive integer p, Spn~1 admits a tangent (k — ?z)-frame. Thus,
the fiber bundle Vpn.k-n+1-+ S1*71'1 admits a cross-section. On the other hand,
if /w^2(jfe-w + l), the ^-skeleton of Vpn,k-n+1 is homeomorphic to RPvn~1/

RPpn-k+n-2 (see[10]), hence Rppn-ι/Rpvn-k+n-2 i s r e d u c ible. For any positive
integer q such that qr> pn, RP^-pn+k-n/fRpQr-Pn-i i g a n S-dusλ of RP^n~λ

/Rppn-*+»-\ where r is order of J(ξ) in J{RPk~n\ and ξ is the canonical line
bundle (see [4]). Hence, Rp^r-Pn+ίc~n^RFir-Pn-i i s ^-co-reducible.

For a sufficiently large integer h, let p—hr—\, q — hn. Then RPk/RPn~ι

is *S-co-reducible. Hence, by Proposition 1.1, for &fg2(n—1), if k <n-\-p(n),
then i has a left homotopy inverse. Therefore the assertion is proved, for
the cases nΦ2, 4, 8.

Next, for the cases w = 2,4, and 8, RP2/RP\ RP'/RP3, and RPU/RP7 are
co-reducible in the above argument. On the other hand, (Vi>2y = RP3/RP\
(V8,,)

S=RP7/RP\ and (V16,8)
lG=RPl5/RPΊ. Hence, RP*/RP\ RP7/RP3 and

are reducible. Therefore, by Proposition 1.2 the proof is completed.

(J5)

T H E O R E M 2.4.

/: RPn/RPm

has a left homotopy inverse if and only if

~^=. -7p n and m > n—p(n-\-2).

PROOF. Suppose that i has a left homotopy inverse r.
By Proposition 1.2, the natural projection it : RPn+ί/RPm-+RPn+ί/RPn

W+1 has a right homotopy inverse. Then, n + 2 ^ 2(n — m + l)(see [8]), i.e.
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m^—n. And the (n +2)—skeleton of the Stiefel manifold Vn+2,n-m+i is

homeomorphic to RPn+1/RPm. Thus, the fiber bundle

Vn+2 w_m+1 > Sn+1

admits a cross-section, hence, n — m < p(?z-b2)(see[l]), i.e. m > n—p(n + 2).

Conversely, suppose

Then, the fiber bundle

Conversely, suppose that rri^ -~— n and πι> n — p(n-\-2).

admits a cross-section. Since n + 2 ^ 2(?ι — ra + 1), n has ar ight homotopy
inverse. Thus, by Proposition 1.2, the proof is completed.

3. The complex case. From the cohomology structure of the complex
projective spaces and the cohomology exact sequence for the pair (CPn,CPm),
we have ths result analogous to Proposition 2.1. So, it follows that Proposi-
tion 2.2. is valid for the complex case.

Thus we have only to consider the cases where m = n—l and k = n + l.

(A) The case m = n-l. In this case, CPn/CPrn=S2n, and we have

THEOREM 3.1. The map

i : S2n > CPηCP1'1

has a left homotopy inverse, if and only if the coefficients of xι in ί log
\ x

(l + x))n are all integers, for O ĝZ ^=k — n.

PROOF. Let ξ be the canonical complex line bundle over CPkn, then
the Thorn complex (CPk-n)nξ is homeomorphic to CPk/CPn~\see [4]).

T h e following facts are known:
(a) J(nξ) = nJ(ξ) = 0 in J{CPk~n) if and only if CP^CP1'1 is 5-co-reducible

(see [4]).
(b) Atiyah-Todd number M Λ _ n + 1 is equal to the order of J(ξ) in J(CPk~n)

(see [2]).
/ i Y

(c) The coefficients of xι in log(l + x) are all integers, for 0 :g / rgΞ k
\ x I

— n if and only if n is a multiple of MΛ- n + 1 (see [3]).
By these facts, the proof of the necessity of the Theorem is trivial.
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/ 1 V
Conversely, assume that the coefficients of xι in I log(l + :r)] are all

integers, for 0^l^k — n. Then, by (b), (c) and the Theorem (6.5) of [4],
the complex Stiefel fiber bundle

W n,k-n + l > ^

admits a cross-section, and hence the fiber bundle V2n,2a-n+i)~^S271"1 admits
a cross-section (see [7]). Thus, 2(k-n + l) ^ ρ(2n) i.e. 2k ^ p(2n)-l + 2n-l ^
2(2/i-l).

On the other hand, by (a), (b), and (c), CPlc/CPn-1 is S-co-reducible, and
because of 2k^2(2n-l\ CP]c/CPn'1 is co-reducible, by Proposition 1.1.

(B) The case k =

THEOREM 3.2. The map

i : Cpn/CP™ > CPn+ι/CPm

has a left homotopy inverse, if and only ifπi and n satisfy the following
condition :

/ 1 γ + 2
(*) the coefficients of xι in log(l+^)l are all integers, for 0 ^ /

\ x I
^ n—m.

PROOF. Suppose that i has a left homotopy inverse, then by Proposition
1.2, CPn+ι/CPm is reducible. Hence, by Theorem (1.6) of [3], (*) follows.

Conversely, assume that m and n satisfy the above condition (*). Then,
CPn+ι/CPm is 5-reducible (see [2], and [3]).

Thus, by [8], the fiber bundle

admits a cross-section, hence the fiber bundle

V 2(n + 2),2dn-m + l) ^

admits a cross-section. Thus, it follows

2(w-w + l)^/<2w + 4) i.e., 2m ^

Next, for the cases nΦ2, 6, it follows immediately that
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2n + 4- p(2n + 4)-2 ^ n, hence 2m^n.

And, for the cases n — 2 and 6, by checking the condition (*), we have

n — τn—1, hence 2m^n.

So, in every case, 2(w + l )^2(2m + l), thus by Proposition 1.1, CPn+ι/CP711 is

reducible.
This completes the proof.
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